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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an energy-conservation method for mul-
tiple disks and their cache memory. Our method period-
ically resizes the cache memory and controls the rotation
speeds under performance constraints. The cache memory
stores the data from the disks for reuse. Enlarging the cache
memory reduces disk accesses and disk utilization. This al-
lows the disks to reduce their speeds and conserve energy
because the disks’ power consumption is quadratic to their
speeds. However, the cache memory itself consumes power
to retain data. Shrinking cache memory can save memory
power while increasing disk accesses and degrading perfor-
mance. Choosing proper cache sizes and rotation speeds can
reduce the energy consumption of both memory and disks
with satisfactory performance. We model cache resizing and
speed setting as an optimization problem with minimizing
the power consumption as objective and limiting disk uti-
lization as constraints. We compare our method with the
methods resizing cache based on request rates. The simu-
lation results show that our method achieves better energy
savings while limiting disk access latency.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Performance attributes

General Terms
Design, performance
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Figure 1: Caching based speed management
(CBSM) for multiple disks.

1. INTRODUCTION
Energy conservation in storage system increasingly re-

ceives research attention [6, 8, 9, 14] because storage system,
including cache, memory, and disks, consumes significant
amounts of power. Most storage devices support low-power
modes to reduce power consumption. For example, hard
disks can switch to the standby or sleep mode when no disk
accesses occur; memory banks can stay in the low-power
modes after accesses. In addition to low-power modes, hard
disks can reduce their power consumption by decreasing ro-
tation speeds [4]. Adjusting disk rotation speeds achieves
similar energy savings from the disks as frequency scaling
from processors. When the rotation speeds drop, the power
consumption of disks quadratically decreases while the disks’
service time increases almost linearly [4, 13]. Therefore, en-
ergy savings can be achieved by lowering the rotation speeds.

Main memory is used as the cache of disks. More data
cached in memory can eliminate more accesses to the disks
so that they can be slowed down to save power. However,
the memory itself consumes power to retain data. Using
more memory consumes more power. Choosing proper cache
memory sizes and disk rotation speeds can minimize the
power consumption of both memory and disks. Allocating
more memory to one disk reduces the cache memory used
by other disks. Such cache memory resizing can save energy
by allocating more cache memory to the disks which can
achieve larger energy savings.

This paper presents a method to periodically adjust the
cache sizes and the rotation speeds of multiple disks to
achieve better energy savings while limiting disk utiliza-
tion. We call the method caching based speed management
(CBSM). The cache memory is distinguished from the rest
of the main memory because the cache memory stores the
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method disk memory cache feature performance
PM PM size/partition constraint

PB-LRU[16] sleep no fixed/yes caching no
DRPM[4] speed control no fixed/no speed control no
PDC[10] speed control no fixed/no file migration+speed control no

Hibernator[15] speed control no fixed/no file migration+speed control yes
CR[7] sleep no fixed/no code restructuring no

CBSM speed control yes variable/yes caching+speed control yes

Table 1: Various power management of disk arrays. PM: power management. No: not used. Yes: used.
Sleep: transition disks to sleep or standby mode.

disk data for reuse. We study server systems because their
data are often reused and the cache memory can consider-
ably reduce disk accesses. Figure 1 shows the concept of
CBSM. The cache size and the request rate of the ith disk
are represented by mi and λi, respectively. After caching,

the request rate decreases to λ
′
i. The ith disk runs at a ro-

tation speed of di. The goal of CBSM is to determine mi

and di to reduce the total power consumption under perfor-
mance constraints. The performance constraints are to limit
the average disk utilization because high utilization causes
longer latency [5]. The utilization is defined as the ratio
between disk request rate and disk bandwidth. We model
CBSM as an optimization problem. The power consump-
tion and the disk utilization are expressed as the functions
of mi and di based on three relationships: (a) the cache size
and the disk request rate, (b) the rotation speed and the
disk’s service time, and (c) the rotation speed and the disk’s
power consumption. We simulate the disk cache and the
power manager to compare CBSM with other methods of
resizing cache memory and controlling rotation speeds for
multiple disks. The results show that CBSM consistently
achieves energy savings with lower latency of disk accesses.

2. RELATED WORK
Researchers present many methods to reduce the power

consumption of disk arrays. We compare these methods in
Table 1. Zhu et al. [16] present a partition based LRU
(PB-LRU) replacement to dynamically partition the cache
memory for multiple disks. Their method enlarges the disks’
idleness and saves power by switching them to low-power
modes. However, in server systems, the disks experience
short idleness even when the workload is light. Gurumurthi
et al. [4] exploit multiple rotation speeds for power savings,
called dynamic rotations per minute (DRPM). File migra-
tion can help DRPM to concentrate the workload on a small
set of disks. When disks support only a few speeds, work-
load concentration makes a few disks running at high speeds
while other disks can slow down and save power. Pinheiro et
al. [10] propose popular data concentration (PDC) to move
data across disks so that the first disk contains the most pop-
ular data, the second disk contains the second most popular
data, and so on. Due to the limited bandwidth of a sin-
gle disk, their method has to tradeoff power savings with
performance degradation. Zhu et al. [15] improves PDC by
dividing a disk array into groups and each group contains the
same popular data. Their method, called Hibernator, mod-
els the relationship between the disk request latency and the
rotation speed to limit performance degradation caused by
speed control. Kandemir et al. [7] propose code restruc-
turing (CR) to concentrate disk accesses on a small set of

symbol description unit
d rotation speed RPM
m cache size of one disk MB
p memory static power W/MB
e memory dynamic energy J/MB

r/R min/max rotation speed RPM
f transfer rate at R MB/s
h rotation delay at R second
λ request rate request/s
N data set size MB
α Zipf parameter
s seek time second
q request size MB
l h + q

f
second

u disk utilization

Table 2: Symbols and their meaning. Symbols with
subscript i: related to the ith disk.

disks so that the rest disks obtain longer idleness and more
power-saving opportunities. Compared with these methods,
our method has two advantages: (a) Using caching to man-
age workload avoids the complicated file migration or source
codes revision. (b) Considering the energy consumed by the
cache memory provides more energy-saving opportunities.

3. CACHING BASED SPEED MANAGE-
MENT

We model the power consumption of memory and disks to
obtain proper cache sizes and disk speeds. We also estimate
how they affect disk utilization. Table 2 lists the symbols
used in our modeling.

3.1 Power and Performance Model
The disk’s power consumption includes: static power

when no accesses occur and dynamic power for accesses.
We use the quadratic power model [4] to estimate the power
consumption at different speeds. This is the latest model
we can find for the power consumption of multiple-speed
disks. The static power is ad2

i + bdi + c, where di is within
[r, R]. The values of r and R are 3600 and 12000 RPM. The
coefficients a, b, and c are disk-specific constants. The dy-
namic power is proportional to the disk speed. The disk’s
idle power and peak power at R are 22.3W and 39W [4].
The dynamic power at different speeds is estimated using
uigdi, where ui is the ith disk utilization. The value of g is
39−22.3
12000

= 1.4 × 10−3.
The memory’s power consumption also includes static and

dynamic parts. We use a power model of Rambus dynamic
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random-access memory (RDRAM) [11]. We consider that
the RDRAM stays in the nap mode after memory accesses as
proposed in [6, 8]. A 16MB memory chip consumes 10.5mW
in the nap mode [11]. The static power per MB is computed:
p = 10.5

16
= 0.67mW/MB. The dynamic power is estimated

using the product of the data rate and the energy consumed
to access one unit of data. When the RDRAM chip reaches
its peak bandwidth 1.6 GB/second, its power consumption
is 1325mW. The dynamic energy consumed to access one
MB data (e) is estimated as e = 1325−10.5

1.6×1024
= 0.81mJ/MB.

The disk utilization is defined as the ratio between request
rate and disk bandwidth. The former is affected by the cache
sizes while the latter varies with the rotation speeds. The
disk’s bandwidth is estimated using the reciprocal of the
average disk’s service time for one request. The service time
includes three main parts: seek time (si), rotation delay,
and transfer time. The rotation speed affects the latter two
parts. At the peak speed R, the transfer rate is fi and the
rotation delay is hi. We assume that the average transfer
rate is proportional to the rotation speed and the rotation
delay is inversely proportional to the rotation speed. Hence,
at speed di, the service time is calculated as following.

si + R
di

hi + R
di

qi
fi

= si + R
di

li, li = hi + qi
fi

(1)

3.2 Problem Formulation
In Figure 1, the request rates change from λi to λ

′
i after

the cache memory. We model the relationship between mi

and λ
′
i assuming Zipf-like distribution of data popularity.

Previous studies show that the distribution of data requests
follows Zipf-like distributions for both web servers and mul-
timedia servers [1, 3]. The probability of the jth most pop-
ular MB of data is proportional to 1

jαi . Here, αi is the

Zipf exponent. Its value is smaller than one (0 < αi < 1)
[1, 3]. Larger αi indicates that the accesses concentrate on
a smaller portion of data. We use v(j) to represent the
probability of accessing the jth most popular MB of data.
The value of v(j) can be expressed as v(j) = Ω

jαi , where

Ω = (
PNi

j=1
1

jαi )−1 and Ni is the data set size of the ith

disk. We model the behaviors of the LRU replacement by
assuming the cache always stores the most popular data.
This simple model is used because we focus on the relation-
ship between memory sizes and disk speeds. More accurate
models can be found in [12]. The cache hit ratio is calculated
as

Pmi
j=1 v(j). The request rate after caching is:

λ
′
i = λi[1 − Pmi

j=1 v(j)] � λi[1 − ( mi
Ni

)1−αi ] (2)

The value of
Pmi

j=1 v(j) can be estimated using

( mi
Ni

)1−αi because an integral can approximate summa-

tion:
PNi

j=1
1

jαi � R Ni

0
1

xαi dx = 1
1−αi

N
(1−αi)
i . Hence,

Pmi
j=1 v(j) =

Pmi
j=1

1
jαi

PNi
j=1

1
jαi

= ( mi
Ni

)(1−αi). When mi increases,

[1 − Pmi
j=1 v(j)] decreases so the disk request rate λ

′
i de-

creases. The value of mi is not larger than Ni because the
disk cache cannot be larger than the disk’s capacity. Hence,
mi
Ni

≤ 1. As αi grows, [1−( mi
Ni

)1−αi ] and λ
′
i decrease. Larger

αi means that the requests concentrate on a smaller amount
of data. More requests are served from the cache memory
and the number of disk requests decreases.

Based on the above models, we express the problem of
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Figure 2: Request rates. The first disk’s request
rate is constant.

cache resizing and speed control for k disks as an optimiza-
tion problem. The objective function is to minimize the
power consumption of disks and their cache memory. In-
creasing request rates or reducing disk speeds enlarges the
latency of each request and disk utilization. The constraints
are (a) The sum of cache memory for each disk cannot ex-
ceed the installed memory size (M). (b) All disks’ average
utilization is smaller than the allowed utilization (U). The
variables in the optimization problem are di and mi. Other
parameters are either constants or can be obtained at run-
time.

min
Pk

i=1(ad2
i + bdi + c) + uigdi + pmi + eqλiPk

i=1 mi ≤ M
ui = λi[1 − ( mi

Ni
)1−αi ](si + R

di
li) ≤ U

(3)

In the objective function, (ad2
i +bdi +c) and uigdi are the

static power and the dynamic power of the ith disk, respec-
tively. The cache’s static and dynamic power are represented
by pmi and eλi. The value of ui is estimated using the prod-
uct of disk request rate and disk service time. Their values
are computed from (2) and (1). Enlarging mi reduces ui be-
cause the disk request rate decreases. Therefore, the disks’
dynamic power decreases. When the decrease of the disks’
dynamic power exceeds the increase of the cache memory’s
power, enlarging cache memory can save power.

3.3 Cache Sizes and Rotation Speeds
The formula (3) includes non-linear expressions. Al-

though no explicit solutions are derived from (3), we conduct
numeric analysis on proper cache sizes and disk speeds with
different parameters. A two-disk array is used as an example
to show the effects of request rate (λ) and disk utilization
(U). Each disk stores a data set of 32GB with the Zipf ex-
ponent of 0.9. We use 32GB data sets to fit into a 33GB
disk model [4]. Our method can be applied to larger data
sets and the disks with larger capacity. Two disks have the
same average seek time: s1 = s2 = 3.4ms. Their average
rotation and transfer delays are same: l1 = l2 = 3ms. These
numbers are obtained from practical workloads. We fix U as
50%. The first disk receives requests at 50MB/s while the
second disk’s request rate varies from 50MB/s to 150MB/s.
Based on (3), we compute the proper disk speeds and cache
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Figure 3: Cache size and rotation speed for differ-
ent disk utilization. The first disk’s request rate is
constant.

sizes using fmincon in Matlab. The results are shown in
Figure 2. The x-axes represent the request rate of the sec-
ond disk. The y-axes are the disk rotation speeds and the
cache sizes of two disks. When the request rate is 50MB/s,
both disks use the same speed and cache size. As the second
disk’s request rate grows, the disk uses more cache memory
to reduce disk accesses. As a result, the second disk runs at
lower speeds than the first disk to save power. This result

indicates that it is not most power-saving to make λ
′
1 = λ

′
2.

Figure 2 (b) shows that the ratio between the cache sizes
is not equal to the ratio of the request rates. For example,
at 150MB/s, the rate ratio is 50

150
= 0.33 while the ratio of

the cache sizes is 9.5
22.5

= 0.42. Allocating cache based on the
request rates cannot achieve best power savings.

The allowed disk utilization (U) also affects proper disk
speeds and cache sizes. In Figure 3, we fix the request rates
as 50MB/s and 100MB/s. The value of U varies from 40%
to 90%. Lower utilization cannot be achieved due to the re-
quest rates. In Figure 3, the disk speeds drop rapidly with
the increase of U while the cache sizes remain almost con-
stant. The ratio of cache sizes remains 12

20
= 0.6 because

the request rates are fixed. Increasing utilization allows the
disks to use lower speeds and smaller caches. However, re-
ducing disk speeds save more energy. When U becomes 80%,
the disk speeds reach minimum. In Figure 3 (b), further en-
larging U changes the ratio of the cache sizes. More memory
is allocated to the first disk because its dynamic power de-
crease more rapidly as the cache memory increases.

Our method adjusts the cache memory and the rotation
speed of each disk every 10 minutes. We choose this pe-
riod length to achieve fast adaption and small optimization
overhead. When each period starts, the proper cache sizes
and speeds are computed by solving the optimization prob-
lem (3). The solver is from Lindo system Inc. written in C.
The values of the parameters in current period are predicted
using the information obtained during previous period. By
recording the accesses to the cache memory and disks, we
obtain the request rates, the request sizes, and the sizes of
working sets. We also count the access number of each file to
estimate the Zipf exponent of data popularity. The disk seek
time and the rotation delay are estimated using approxima-

tion because they are invisible to the power manager. We
estimate the disk seek time using the product of the average
single-track seek time and the seek track number. The track
number is computed by multiplying the block distance be-
tween two consecutive disk requests and the average block
number per disk track. We use the time to rotate half circle
as the approximate for the average rotation delay.

4. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
We simulate the power manager and the disk cache to

evaluate the energy savings and the performance impact of
our method and the methods in comparison. SPECWeb99
is used to create web server workloads on a real machine.
We use SPECWeb99 because web servers are one of most
important server systems and SPECWeb99 is the state-of-
art generator of web requests. We revise Linux kernel in the
web server to record the access traces to the cache memory.
The traces are adjusted for different data rates. The traces
are processed by the simulator of the disk cache with LRU
replacement. Its output is the traces of the disk accesses
used by the disk simulator Disksim [2] and the simulator of
the power manager. The former obtains the information of
disk performance, such as disk access latency. The latter
manages both memory and disks for power savings.

We compare our method with four power manage-
ment methods. Each method includes power management
schemes for memory and disks. For memory management,
we use rate-based (RB) resizing: the cache sizes are propor-
tional to the request rates. The memory size step is 16MB
because different types of DRAM can support this granu-
larity. For disk management, one of the four methods uses
dynamic speed (DS) control based on the same performance
model used in CBSM. The speed step is 1200 RPM as in
[4]. The other three methods use fixed disk speeds (FS):
6000 RPM, 9000 RPM, and 12000 RPM. The four methods
are named using the combination of cache resizing methods
and disk speed control methods: RBDS, RBFS-6K, RBFS-
9K, RBFS-12K. For CBSM and RBDS, the disk speeds are
chosen to limit the disk utilization to 20%.

The workload varies in many characteristics, such as re-
quest rate and working set. CBSM can adapt cache sizes
and disk speeds to the workload. In contrast, the methods
using fixed speeds or cache sizes need many times of simu-
lation to determine the proper cache sizes and disk speeds
for different workloads. The methods resizing cache only
based on one workload characteristics may not choose the
proper cache sizes and disk speeds. In the simulation, we
change the request rate of one disk to show how our method
can save energy with low latency by adjusting cache sizes
and disk speeds. We use a four-disk array with 64GB mem-
ory. Each disk stores a 32GB data set. The first three disks
receive requests at constant rates: 5MB/s, 50MB/s, and
100MB/s, respectively. The fourth disk’s request rate varies
from 5MB/s to 150MB/s. Every ten minutes, the meth-
ods adjust cache sizes and disk rotation speeds. The disks’
transfer rate (fi) is 80MB/s at R.

Figure 4 shows the energy consumption and the disk re-
quest latency of the methods in comparison. The energy
consumption includes that of cache memory and four disks.
The x-axes represent the request rate of the fourth disk
while the y-axes denote the energy consumption percent-
age and the percentage of disk request latency. The per-
centage is based on RBFS-12K because this method always
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Figure 4: Energy consumption and disk request latency of a four-disk array. The first three disks’ request
rates are constant: 5, 50, and 100MB/s. The latency percentage over 1000% is not shown.

keeps the highest rotation speeds to achieve better perfor-
mance. Higher bars indicate more energy consumption or
longer request latency. In Figure 4 (a), compared to RBFS-
12K, CBSM saves 34% to 53% energy when the fourth disk
receives different workloads. The energy savings increase
as the request rate decreases because the fourth disk can
use less cache memory and lower rotation speeds. CBSM
consumes less energy than RBFS-9K since using fixed and
high speeds cannot save power from disks when they re-
ceive different workloads. Although RBFS-6K save more
energy than CBSM at 100MB/s and 150MB/s, RBFS-6K
causes longer delay to disk requests. In Figure 4 (b), CBSM
only increases the average latency by 17% to 53% while the
average latency of RBFS-6K exceeds 1000% of RBFS-12K.
CBSM’s latency is also much shorter than RBFS-9K because
CBSM adjusts disk speeds according to different rates of the
disks. At most request rates, CBSM consumes less power
and causes shorter latency than RBDS due to the joint man-
agement of cache memory and disk speeds. Overall, CBSM
consistently achieves both energy savings and low request
latency across different workloads.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper presents the joint power management of mem-

ory and multiple disks by adjusting the cache size and the
rotation speed of each disk. The method is formulated as
an optimization problem with constraints of limiting disk
utilization. The method solves the optimization problem
at runtime to obtain the proper cache sizes and rotation
speeds. The simulation results show that our method can
adapt to the workload variation and achieves both energy
savings and low disk access latency for multiple disks. This
paper can be extended to consider latency constraints and
other cache replacement algorithms.
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